CIVIL AFFAIRS SUPPORTS THE ASSAULT

Company A, 96th Civil Affairs Battalion at the Torrijos International Airport Terminal

by Troy J. Sacquety
Abstract: Three Company A, 96th Civil Affairs (CA) Battalion soldiers attached to 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment met a greater than anticipated challenge at the Torrijos International Airport Terminal on the initial night of Operation JUST CAUSE. Bilingual language infantrymen were needed. They became a force multiplier when the Rangers were unexpectedly faced with hundreds of civilian airline passengers.

Since 1974, the 96th Civil Affairs Battalion (CAB) at Fort Bragg, NC, was the only active duty U.S. Army Civil Affairs unit. Having had a small role in URGENT FURY, the October 1983 invasion of Grenada, the battalion lacked combat experience. That changed when elements of the 96th CAB participated in the initial phase of Operation JUST CAUSE, the invasion of Panama, on 20 December 1989. As the Latin American-oriented element of the 96th CAB, Company A received the mission to support the 75th Ranger Regiment’s night-time parachute assault on the Torrijos-Tocumen Airport Complex. Not until after they boarded their aircraft did the CA personnel comprehend their primary function was to be bilingual infantrymen. Civil Affairs (CA) skills were used by happenchance. This article explains the actions of three CA soldiers from Company A, how they learned their true mission, and how they supported the Rangers during the assault on the Torrijos International Airport Terminal.

Active duty CA officers participated in planning for BLUE SPOON, the code name for military operations against Panama (later JUST CAUSE).1 In the initial phase of BLUE SPOON, the 75th Ranger Task Force RED-Tango was to conduct a parachute assault to secure the Torrijos-Tocumen Airport Complex. 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, would seize Tocumen, the adjoining military airfield. Facing 350 Panama Defense Forces (PDF) soldiers from the 2nd Infantry Company and the Panamanian Air Force, that was anticipated to be most difficult mission. The simpler mission to secure Torrijos International Airport was assigned to Company C, 3rd Battalion, 75th Rangers. Little resistance from security personnel was expected.2 With a 0100 hours assault, the terminal would be relatively clear.

Company A, 96th CAB, attached nine of its best Spanish speakers to the 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment. Taken from throughout Company A, five officers and four enlisted men formed two teams. One four-man CA team (two officers and two enlisted) led by Captain (CPT) Terrence A. Lewis, would support 1st Ranger Battalion at Tocumen. The Company A commander, Major (MAJ) Harold A. Williams, led the other CA team, composed of himself, two other officers and two enlisted, that would support Company C, 3rd Ranger Battalion at Torrijos. The CA mission was to minimize civilian casualties, prevent their interference in combat operations, and help the Rangers meet “their legal and moral obligations to civilians,” stated CPT Lewis.3 However, none of the CA soldiers grasped that the Rangers wanted bilingual infantrymen; CA skills were secondary, if needed at all. Despite two airfield seizure rehearsals with the Rangers, the CA attachments had not realized why they were there. The most recent rehearsal had been at Duke Field, Eglin Air Force Base (AFB), FL, just days before the assault.4

Looking forward to Christmas at home, the leadership of Company A did not expect the 18 December mission alert. Still, they assembled quickly with weapons and gear. MAJ Williams, told that his CA teams were attached to Task Force RED-Tango, took his men to Pope AFB to catch an airplane to Hunter Army Airfield (HAAF), Savannah, GA.5 At Pope AFB, the CA element, along with a six-man contingent from 1st Psychological Operations (PSYOP) Battalion, watched their plane depart without them. Because the 82nd Airborne Division was also preparing to jump into Panama, there were no other aircraft available. Just after midnight, MAJ Williams was told that the CA and PSYOP teams would be driven to HAAF to join 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment. Two vans were waiting. They drove through a snowstorm to reach HAAF by early morning, 19 December.6 The two vans were stuffed with soldiers and equipment. CPT Victor M. Feliciano spent five hours traveling atop the piled equipment.7

At HAAF, the CA and PSYOP soldiers unloaded in pouring rain. They were soaked to the skin by the time pre-jump training was done. The Rangers, fearing heat casualties in Panama from overdressing, forbid the wear of cold weather clothing. Cold and miserable, the CA soldiers stood in line for first aid dressings, MREs, ammunition, and parachute issue. CPT Dean L. Foster’s equipment weighed sixty-five pounds, excluding his M-16 ammunition, two fragmentation...
In 1989, the 96th CAB was the only Active Duty CA unit in the U.S. Army. Assigned to the 1st Special Operations Command (1st SOCOM), United States Army Special Operations Command, it provided rapidly deployable elements capable of conducting CA missions worldwide. Its 125-130 personnel were organized into a Headquarters and Headquarters Company and four regionally-aligned companies. Company A was oriented toward Latin America, Company B to the Pacific region, Company C to the Middle East, and Company D to Europe and sub-Saharan Africa. In a regional contingency, if necessary, the personnel from one CA company would reinforce another. If additional CA forces were required, the Army Reserve Component, having 96 percent of the total CA force, would assist.

Operation JUST CAUSE was the first time the entire 96th CAB deployed as a battalion, contrary to its structuring. Originally, the command element, 96th CAB, was to recommend the size of post-combat elements needed for stability operations. The 96th CAB was initially tasked for individual attachments. However, on/about 1200 hours on 21 December 1989, the Joint Staff ordered the entire unit to deploy to Panama. The 96th CAB commander, Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Michael P. Peters, directed that all personnel not on leave or on another assignment report for overseas deployment. LTC Peters led 93 CA personnel and brought 18 vehicles to Panama. Once in country, LTC Peters dispatched CA teams to all brigade-level combat units, assisted with humanitarian relief, and prepared for a weapons buyback program in accordance with disarming the PDF and Dignity Battalions.
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In 1989, the 96th CAB was the only Active Duty CA unit in the U.S. Army. Assigned to the 1st Special Operations Command (1st SOCOM), United States Army Special Operations Command, it provided rapidly deployable elements capable of conducting CA missions worldwide. Its 125-130 personnel were organized into a Headquarters and Headquarters Company and four regionally-aligned companies. Company A was oriented toward Latin America, Company B to the Pacific region, Company C to the Middle East, and Company D to Europe and sub-Saharan Africa. In a regional contingency, if necessary, the personnel from one CA company would reinforce another. If additional CA forces were required, the Army Reserve Component, having 96 percent of the total CA force, would assist.

Operation JUST CAUSE was the first time the entire 96th CAB deployed as a battalion, contrary to its structuring. Originally, the command element, 96th CAB, was to recommend the size of post-combat elements needed for stability operations. The 96th CAB was initially tasked for individual attachments. However, on/about 1200 hours on 21 December 1989, the Joint Staff ordered the entire unit to deploy to Panama. The 96th CAB commander, Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Michael P. Peters, directed that all personnel not on leave or on another assignment report for overseas deployment. The 96th CAB (-) deployed late on the 21st, and arrived early morning, 22 December 1989. LTC Peters led 93 CA personnel and brought 18 vehicles to Panama. Once in country, LTC Peters dispatched CA teams to all brigade-level combat units, assisted with humanitarian relief, and prepared for a weapons buyback program in accordance with disarming the PDF and Dignity Battalions.
Jump into Night, Torrijos Airport by Al Sprague, 1990. Rangers parachute from their aircraft at 0103 hours, 20 December 1989, onto the Torrijos-Tocumen Airport Complex.

Ranger Assault: Torrijos-Tocumen Airport Complex
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The Torrijos International Airport Terminal, the morning of 20 December 1989. Soldiers from 2nd Platoon, C/3/75th Ranger Regiment searched the jets in the foreground prior to assaulting the terminal building.
Like the Rangers, the CA team had expected to deal with a few dozen civilians. Now, MAJ Williams’s main worry was PDF soldiers in civilian clothes mixed into the group. He had to think fast about how to manage the chaos. MAJ Williams quickly briefed his team. First, they had to calm the frightened group. Then, they needed to separate the crowd into three groups: enemy prisoners of war, Panamanian civilian workers, and civilian passengers. The three CA soldiers addressed the group in stern, but clear Spanish, then repeated it in English for Portuguese speakers. Everyone was told to remain calm, obey instructions, and were assured that they would not be harmed. Then, the CA team began identifying the Panamanians.

MAJ Williams and CPT Feliciano spoke in Spanish and began checking identification documents. Once identified, the Panamanians were isolated and questioned by SGT Barbosa-Figueroa to establish their status. At all times, the sergeant was alert for information of immediate tactical value. SGT Barbosa-Figueroa learned the Rangers had missed a group of Panamanian officials.

Several National Investigation Department (DENI) agents had barricaded themselves in an office. SGT Barbosa-Figueroa led several Rangers to the room. Talking through the door, SGT Barbosa-Figueroa elicited their surrender. Eight DENI agents came out. The Rangers also collected twelve weapons. Common sense approaches defused potentially dangerous situations and prevented casualties. The CA team also assisted in the immediate aftermath.

During the airport clearing, some PDF soldiers set a 3rd floor terminal office afire. The CA soldiers asked the detained firemen to help put out the fire. They agreed. The Rangers removed their flex cuffs and escorted them to the burning office.

That accomplished, the CA team focused on the civilian passengers. MAJ Williams prioritized the most pressing needs. First, the Ranger medics provided medical care. Then, the elderly passengers were escorted to bathrooms. The CA team used passports to prepare a passenger list. Those with diplomatic passports were allowed to collect their luggage and leave. Finally, with the group segregated, they focused on families with children.

Several young children were hungry. MAJ Williams asked the owner of the restaurant secured by 1st Platoon if he would feed the hungry kids. MAJ Williams offered him cash (from his Operations Fund [OPFUND]). A few Rangers escorted the group to the restaurant. This simple gesture of kindness was noticed and appreciated. At 0700 on 20 December, MAJ Williams turned the three groups of now ‘detainees’ over to the 820th Military Police Company, 82d Airborne Division.
The three CA soldiers from Company A had made a combat jump with the Rangers and demonstrated value added to the assault force at Torrijos. Despite serving primarily as infantrymen, they were flexible, displayed initiative, and innovatively solved difficult challenges. Once the CA soldiers understood their role, they excelled. And, the Rangers appreciated their cultural assistance with hundreds of unexpected passengers. The Spanish-speaking CA team collected actionable information, organized the firemen to put out a fire in the terminal, and continuously helped the detained civilians. Their professionalism foreshadowed what the 96th CAB would be expected to accomplish as it was assigned larger roles.
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